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The heavier the red line the worse the GRIDLOCK 

WHAT IS OUR GREATER CINCINNATI REGION’S HIGHEST PRIORITY, LARGE-SCALE TRANSPORTATION INVESTMENT?  

IT’S THE CINCY EASTERN BYPASS (SEE MAP ON NEXT PAGE) AND HERE IS WHY. 
 

THE PROBLEM IS our largest transportation 

arteries, I-75, I-71 and I-275, are clogged and 

getting worse. Daily we face the complete 

transportation blockage called gridlock.  The 

adjacent map shows OKI’s projections for 2040 

gridlock if significant new highway thru-traffic 

capacity is not added. 

 

THE OKI/ODOT $4.8 Billion, $80M/mi, plan to 

alleviate this gridlock is to add one lane each 

way to I-75 from Dayton, OH to Walton, KY.  

Included in this plan is a new Ohio River Bridge 

added next to the existing Brent Spence, 

which stays in service.  OKI/ODOT knows that 

this very expensive one lane addition to I-75 

will somewhat help, but not eliminate, the very serious congestion on I-75.  Other interstate routes remain clogged.  

The I-275 to Dayton, OH portion of this one-lane addition to I-75 is complete and already has congestion problems.  

By the time the rest of OKI’s one lane addition to I-75 is complete, it will be clogged again.  Trying to unclog our 

transportation arteries by only using existing routes is proving to be a terribly expensive and fruitless exercise. 

 

OUR CLOGGED TRANSPORTATION ARTERIES NEED A BYPASS – THE CINCY EASTERN BYPASS. For those traveling 

through our region on I-75, the Bypass will add only 6 miles to their trip and saves time.  This is especially true for the 

tens of thousands of 18-wheeler trucks traveling through our region daily.  OKI predicts that truck traffic will 

increase four times as fast as car traffic in the future.  Adding the Cincy Eastern Bypass will substantially improve 

traffic flow capacity and driving safety on I-75, I-71, and Eastern I-275.  This improvement will be accomplished by 

diverting traffic, including most 18-wheelers, from the existing interstate routes to the Eastern Bypass (see map next 

page).  A major component is the diversion of regional thru-traffic around our region on the Bypass rather than 

continuing to drive through the middle of our region on I-75, I-71, and I-275.   Per OKI, approximately one-fourth of 

the traffic that crosses the Brent Spence is regional thru-traffic, which does not stop in our region.  Diverting one-

fourth of the traffic around the region is equivalent to adding one lane of capacity on the Brent Spence and I-75/I-

71 for use by local travelers.  Regional thru-traffic doubles during some vacation and holiday periods.   

 

THE EASTERN BYPASS’ ADDITIONAL BENEFITS are more than enough reason on their own to build the Bypass fast.  

These additional benefits include: relieving traffic congestion along many of our Eastern highways and substantial 

improvement in transportation access, economic growth, and job opportunities for citizens in the Eastern part of 

our region.  The Bypass is vital to the future success of our Greater Cincinnati Region. 

 

THE EASTERN BYPASS COST is estimated to be $1.1 Billion ($16M/mi) which is less than one-fourth the cost of OKI’s 

plan to add one lane to I-75 in our region.  Bypass cost estimates are based on a cost analysis of comparable, 

recently-built projects, including our region’s new Butler County Veterans Highway and TN840, the new outer 

southern bypass in Nashville, TN.  (To see and “drive” both routes, visit Google Maps).   

 

FOR INFORMATION ON HOW TO JOIN IN THIS BUILD THE CINCY EASTERN BYPASS FAST EFFORT, VISIT OUR WEBSITE. 
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The Many Benefits of the Bypass Include: 

Added Thru Lane Traffic Capacity Over and Above OKI/ODOT $4.8 Billion Plan 

I-75 – Dayton, OH South to Brent Spence ¾  Lane  
OUR CLOGGED TRAFFIC ARTERIES 

NEED A BYPASS! 
The Cincy Eastern Bypass 

accomplishes added capacity 
on existing highways by traffic 

diversion to the Bypass 

I-71 – Lebanon, OH South to Brent Spence ¼ Lane 

I-75/71 Brent Spence South to Walton, KY 1 Lane 

I-275 – East of I-75 ½ Lane 

State routes east and south of I-275 Substantial 

Economic 

Economic growth potential along I-75/71 Moderate Some improvement above OKI/ODOT Plan 

Economic growth potential eastern half of region Substantial A huge advantage of CEB 

General Transportation & Driving Safety 

Reduction in other planned highway projects Yes Major CEB Benefit 

Regional safety  improvements Yes CEB - Substantial safety improvements 

Another alternate route during I-75/71/275 accident Yes A big CEB advantage 

Under construction safety concerns Minimal CEB – New Route over open country 

Less 18-wheelers on I-75/71/275 Yes A huge safety plus for cars and trucks 

Reduces heavy trucks on NKY’s “Cut in the Hill” Yes Makes I-75/71 more “car safe” for locals 

Cost Per Regional Thru Lane Added Each Way 

$4.8B OKI plan for I-75 adds only 1 thru lane $80M/lane mile 62 miles of I-75 

$1.1B Eastern Bypass Adds 2 regional thru lanes $8M/lane mile 68 miles of the Eastern Bypass 

Overall 

A Win-Win for Southwest Ohio and NKY BUILD IT FAST! 
A Great Cost/Benefit Ratio for improving 
regional traffic capacity and job growth 

  
 

If Tennessee can do it, why can’t we? 

Tennessee completed the 78-mile TN-840 Expressway in 2012 

at a total cost of $755M ($9.7M/mile).  This “outer loop” plays 

a vital role in Nashville’s regional connectivity and economic 

growth.  An investment in the Cincy Eastern Bypass is critical  

for our region to remain economically competitive with other 

Midwestern and Southeastern cities. 
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 WHY BUILD THE CEB FAST, CAN’T IT WAIT?  The previous pages described why the CEB is vital to the future 

success of our region.  There are two major reasons to build it fast.  First, if the CEB is built now its construction will 

delay, reduce the cost of, or eliminate other expensive planned highway projects.  Second, if the Bypass is not 

built soon, right of way will be blocked because of new development.    

 BYPASS DESIGN OBJECTIVES.  Divert traffic to the Bypass, especially 18-wheeler trucks.  Our clogged 

expressway arteries need a bypass.  The Cincy Eastern Bypass is to be built to 70 MPH interstate highway 

standards.  The routing is generally through open, mostly rural, areas.  The steepest bypass grades are 3.5%. The 

dangerous I-75 “Cut in the Hill” grade is 5%.  Routing is chosen to minimize the Bypass’ added mileage compared 

to existing I-75 and I-71 routing through our region and to minimize costs.  It is also designed to maximize economic 

growth potential and driving safety.  Engineered CAD drawings for preliminary grading and alignment are 

complete and verify that these design objectives can be met.  

 COSTS.  Cost estimates are 2018 inflation adjusted total costs and include preliminary and final design, 

meeting regulatory requirements, right of way acquisition, utility relocation, and construction costs.  Preliminary 

cost estimates have been completed in substantial detail using the Bypass preliminary engineering CAD drawings.  

To arrive at a cost estimate, the Bypass was compared to the costs of other recently built and comparable 

expressway and major river bridge projects, including TN-840.  The total cost estimate for the CEB is $1.1 Billion. 

 TRAFFIC DIVERSION.  The 

front page describes the regional thru-

traffic that will be diverted to the 

Bypass. There are other types of trips 

that will be diverted from our existing 

interstate and state highways to the 

Eastern Bypass.  Point-to-point local 

trip is another very significant 

component of traffic diversion to the Bypass.  Just look at the map on page 2 and imagine the possibilities yourself. 

 THE ODOT 2007-I-75 DECISION.  The front-page graphic shows the predicted Cincy regional traffic 

gridlock.  In 2007, ODOT considered whether to add 1 lane or 2 lanes to the existing 3 lanes each way on I-75 from 

Dayton, South to Cincinnati.  ODOT decided to add only 1 lane, knowing that a 1-lane addition is not enough to 

meet traffic growth needs through 2040.  Recently, Mr. Stefan Spinosa of ODOT acknowledged this fact1 and 

offered this solution: Allow motorists to drive on the safety lanes during rush hour periods.  Building the Cincy 

Eastern Bypass is superior to the “driving on safety lanes” solution! 

 I-75/71 IN NORTHERN KENTUCKY TURNS INTO AN EVENING RUSH HOUR PARKING LOT.  Currently, during 

evening rush hour, 6 or more miles of two-lane traffic backs up in Ohio along southbound I-75, I-71, and other 

downtown roadways approaching the Brent Spence.  During this same time period, I-75/71 in Kentucky is at 

capacity from the Brent Spence through I-275.  There are now 4 southbound lanes on the Brent Spence that funnel 

down to 3 lanes on I-75/71 at I-275 in Kentucky.  Under the Brent Spence Corridor proposal, 8 lanes at the Brent 

Spence will funnel down to the same 3 lanes at I-275.  The Cincinnati evening rush hour traffic will fill the 8-lane 

bridge going into Northern Kentucky and “park” on I-75/71 as it funnels down from the 8-lane bridge to 3 lanes at I-

275.  This design flaw is not acceptable. 

 I-275 AS A I-75 BYPASS.  If a I-75 through-the-region traveler were to use I-275 East as a bypass, they 

would be adding 17 miles to their trip (I-275 West adds 20 miles) and would often encounter gridlock.  By 

comparison, this same traveler using the Eastern Bypass would add only 6 miles, reduce travel time, and encounter 

great driving conditions.  (See the Bypass map for other Bypass distance and travel time comparisons.) 
 

1 “What Will Happen on the New Brent Spence When More Traffic Comes to I-75” Cincinnati Business Courier, Cincybiz Blog Online, March 30, 2015 
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